#Lads on social media: Investigating young networked masculinities
Dr. Craig Haslop and Dr. Fiona O’Rourke discuss findings from a three-year project which explores how young men in the UK use social media to develop their masculinised friendships, social networks and gender identities.

Building Healthy Relationships at Schools with Gina Martin
With Gina Martin, experienced feminist campaigner and educator, Ben Hurst, Head of Facilitation for Beyond Equality, Sayce Holmes-Lewis, CEO and Founder Mentivity, and Nimue Miles, Campaigner and Activist.

Building Inclusive Student Leadership (introduction)
This session outlines the impact and importance of supporting all newly-elected and existing student leaders to develop their skills to create SAFER and more INCLUSIVE team (and campus) cultures.

Mental Wellbeing Networks for Men in the Workplace
This panel event discusses key concepts that will help to improve your workplace’s approach to mental well being for men and all genders.

volunteer events
Facilitation Training
Exploring Masculinities
Brave and Compassionate Spaces
Community Circles
Film/Book Group
Spotlight Sessions
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